
Are you BORED with your 
routines?

YAWN!!



Briana West

“Type a quote here.” 

The most successful people in history – the ones many refer to 
as ‘geniuses’ in their fields, masters of their crafts – had one 

thing in common, other than talent: most adhered to rigid (and 
specific) routines.



THE RISE OF 
BOREDOM

Boredom evolved as we evolved  

Animals or our cavemen ancestors had little time to 
be bored because they were focused on survival 
activities.  

There were few “distractions” such as Netflix, the 
internet, etc. Life should have become more 
interesting as more things were developed for 
our attention…but instead we are bored.

Overstimulation x Modern Technology = Existential Boredom



Boredom is an Feeling
“Boredom isn’t a character flaw. It’s a state brought on by a 
behavioral phenomenon called hedonic adaptation: the 
tendency for us to get used to things over time. This explains 
why initially gratifying activities and relationships can sometimes 
lose their luster.”

What are some ways we can reframe our 
feeling of boredom around things like 

prospecting?

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232535193_Hedonic_Adaptation


Boredom is NOT

Boredom is not relaxation. 
NEVER! 

Boredom and relaxation cannot occur at the same time.



Boredom is
 LAZY 

Boredom leads to lethargy which leads to more boredom.

“Boredom: the state of being weary and restless through lack of interest”



Boredom is
Related to Anxiety  

(Because we gather monkey mind around what we are resisting) 



Work Somewhere  
Fresh

Spending to much time in the same environment can cause a boredom 
buildup.  

What are some ways you can change your environment? 

(It’s critical to experience your job in different ways)



POSE MORE QUESTIONS

Asking more questions leads to being more curious. Curiosity is a CURE 
for Boredom



GET CREATIVE

Business are meant to grow and not be made static by routine.  

Where could you be creative in your business?



Regroup your schedule

Make one small change in your schedule



“When nothing is interesting, neither are we.”
Are you bored? What is the impact on your business?



Tool! The 4 Boxes


